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Some context, I

W.E.B. Du Bois, Black Reconstruction (1935)

“The most magnificent drama in the last thousand years of human history is the transportation of ten

million human beings out of the dark beauty of their mother continent into the new-found Eldorado of

the West. They descended into Hell; and in the third century they arose from the dead, in the finest

effort to achieve democracy for the working millions which this world had ever seen. It was a tragedy that

beggared the Greek; it was an upheaval of humanity like the Reformation and the French Revolution.”
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Some context, II

• We will be dealing with a deeply disturbing set of institutions (slave trade, slavery, the plantation

system,...).

• We will be approaching them from the perspective of economics and quantitative methods.

• Thus, we should be careful not to transform numbers into ends.

• We do numbers to understand better the persons and their lives behind them, not to forget them.

Jamelle Bouie, We Still Can’t See American Slavery for What It Was (January 28, 2020, NYT)

“As we learn from new data and new methods, it is paramount that we keep the truth of their [enslaved

people] essential humanity at the forefront of our efforts. We must have awareness, care and respect,

lest we recapitulate the objectification of the slave trade itself. It is possible, after all, to disturb a grave

without ever touching the soil.”
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Coerced labor in global history
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Coerced labor, I

Moses Finley (1976)

“In the context of universal history, free labour, wage labour, is the peculiar institution.”

• Notice that we are using “coerced labor” in this slide. Why?

• And why is this important to understand the economic history of the Americas?
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Coerced labor, II

• During most of history, coerced labor has been a central component of economic life:

1. Ancient Middle East.

2. Western Classical world: Columella’s De Re Rustica and big latifundia in Southern Italy.

3. Middle Ages Europe: σκλαβoς.

4. Muslim world: Zanj Rebellion from 869 until 883 and military slavery (Mamluk).

5. Ancient India.

6. Ancient China.

7. Pre-Columbian America: Tupinambá.

8. Soviet Union and National Socialist Germany.

9. Even today in many emerging economies.

Check https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dIz0dCiocbw (Warning: some scenes are painful to

watch).
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A black slave in ancient Egypt (from 1560 to 1314 B.C.E.).
Bas relief fragment. St. Louis Art Museum.

An ancient Greek depiction of an elderly African man (from
600 to 550 B.C.E.). Kantharos (drinking cup). Boston Museum
of Fine Arts.
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Historical evidence

• Orlando Patterson, in Slavery and Social Death: A Comparative Study, has analyzed 66 slave-holding

societies:

1. Different levels of coercion: chattel slavery, serfs, peonage, semi-free workers, forced marriages,...

2. Different durations: hereditary, life, temporary,...

3. Different foundations: racial vs. non-racial slavery.

4. Different origins: extrusive vs. intrusive.

• Similar absence of markets for land.

• In an agricultural economy, the absence of markets for labor and land configures a very concrete

model of production.
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A simple typology

• Three types of societies:

1. Societies with slavery.

2. Slave societies.

3. Slave and free societies.

• Two types of legal frameworks:

1. Loose.

2. Sharp.

• Why slavery? Incentive and enforcement problems are not trivial.
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An economic model of slavery

• The Causes of Slavery or Serfdom: A Hypothesis by Evsey Domar.

• Domar postulated that, to have a wealthy upper class of aristocrats, warriors, and bureaucrats that

rules over a large coerced population, we need three requirements:

1. Sufficient productivity in the sector where coerced workers are employed to support an upper class with

their output. Domar highlighted a low labor/land ratio.

2. Sufficient differential in military effectiveness to make becoming a lord or an unproductive specialist in

coercive violence worth the risk.

3. An effective “recapture technology” to keep your coerced labor from successfully running away. For

example, in Russia, the lords used the Cossacks as a mobile police to enforce serfdom. Western

Europeans preferred other systems, such as language competence or skin color.
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Slavery and the British colonies

• Having said all that, slavery in the Americas is novel among two critical dimensions.

1. It revived an institution that was in decadence in Western Europe.

2. It was racialized in ways that it had rarely occurred before.

• Slavery is of such historical importance to understand the origins and evolution of the U.S. that, even

if we just focus on its political-economic aspects, it would deserve a whole semester.
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A selection of topics



Topics covered and not covered

• Given time constraints, we will focus on an extremely narrow set of topics.

• We will ignore:

1. Detailed variety among colonies (i.e., gang vs. task system).

2. Effects within families (both enslavers and enslaved families, sexual relations between enslavers and

enslaved people).

3. Effects on human capital accumulation.

4. Effects on financial markets and international trade.

5. Effects of slavery on metropolis (i.e., relation with industrial revolution).

6. Bargaining, resistance, and rebellions.

7. Slavery legacy in current U.S. conditions.

8. Interactions of slavery trade with Asia.
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Time scope

• Furthermore, today, we will mainly concentrate on slavery before 1776 in the British colonies of North

America.

• Why is this so important?

1. Before cotton boom and settlement of the Deep South: Eli Whitney’s cotton gin.

2. Before Haitian Revolution (1791-1804).

3. Before discussions about the role of slavery profitability and its role in U.S. economic growth in the

antebellum period (Ulrich Phillips vs. Stanley Engerman and Robert Fogel).

4. Before massive European migration from the 1830s and 1840s and the opening of the Midwest to

settlement.

5. Before the appearance of modern abolitionist movement.

6. Part of a broader Atlantic world.

7. Includes enslavement of Native Americans. 21
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References



A few references

• I emphasize here books with a high content of economic and political-economic content.

• Also, I omit some classics focused on the 19th century (I will return to them later in the semester).

• Check:

1. http://www.slaveryimages.org

2. https://www.slavevoyages.org/
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Additional references

• A few favorites of mine (if you are really interested).

• Inhuman Bondage: The Rise and Fall of Slavery in the New World by David Brion Davis (check also

his trilogy: The Problem of Slavery).

• Mastery, Tyranny, and Desire: Thomas Thistlewood and His Slaves in the Anglo-Jamaican World by

Trevor Burnard.

• Sugar and Slaves: The Rise of the Planter Class in the English West Indies, 1624-1713 by Richard S.

Dunn.

• Foul Means: The Formation of a Slave Society in Virginia, 1660-1740 by Anthony S. Parent Jr.

• Good Wives, Nasty Wenches, and Anxious Patriarchs: Gender, Race, and Power in Colonial Virginia

by Kathleen M. Brown.

• Motives of Honor, Pleasure, and Profit: Plantation Management in the Colonial Chesapeake,

1607-1763 by Lorena S. Walsh.
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The Atlantic trade network



• Slavery and the Transatlantic Economy
– slave trade: dominated by Portuguese & Spanish in 16th 

c., Dutch in 17th c., and English in 18th c.
– “triangular trade”
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An essential lesson from Nathan Huggins
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colonial and pre-colonial features. Section 4 reports our estimates on the local effect of ethnic

partitioning on various aspects of civil conflict (number of war incidents, total casualties, and

duration). In Section 5 we model spillovers and examine whether civil conflict spreads from

the historical homelands of partitioned ethnic groups to adjacent regions. We then explore how

the presence of natural resources in partitioned ethnic homelands increases the likelihood of

conflict. We also report several sensitivity checks. In section 6 we conclude, discussing some

possible avenues for future research.

2 Data

2.1 Identifying Partitioned Ethnic Groups

We identify partitioned groups projecting national borders in 2000, as portrayed in the Digital

Chart of the World (Figure 1) on George Peter Murdock’s Ethnolinguistic Map (1959) that

portrays the spatial distribution of ethnicities at the time of European colonization in the

mid/late 19th century (Figure 1).

Ü

  Ethnic Homelands
and National Borders

National Boundaries

Non-Border Groups

Border Groups

Partitioned Groups >10%

Figure 1 Figure 1

Murdock’s map scrambles Africa into 843 ethnic polygons. The mapped ethnicities

correspond roughly to levels 7−8 of the Ethnologue’s language family tree. 8 areas are classified
as "uninhabited upon colonization" and are therefore not considered in our analysis. We also

drop the Guanche, a small group in the Madeira islands that is currently part of Portugal. Out

of a total of 834 ethnicities in Murdock’s Ethnolinguistic Map, the homeland of 358 groups falls

9
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How Africans Became Integral to New World History 101

Some Major Sources of African Slaves. Based on Hugh Thomas, The Slave Trade:
The Story of the Atlantic Slave Trade (New York: Simon & Schuster, 1997), 317–18.

Mauritania, and Guinea-Bissau. By the early sixteenth century, West Cen-
tral Africa (including present-day Congo and Angola) had begun to export
significant numbers of slaves; it would ultimately provide about 44 percent
of all the slaves shipped out of Africa. But beginning in the 1670s, with the
emergence of British dominance of the trade, the Bight of Benin (western
Nigeria and southeast Niger, then known as the Slave Coast) and the Gold
Coast (present-day Ghana, Burkina Faso, eastern Ivory Coast, and southern
Niger) became the major slave-exporting regions. During the mid-eighteenth
century the Bight of Biafra (an area that included western Cameroon and
eastern Nigeria) and Sierra Leone also grew to be major sources of slaves.54

Africans from particular regions also tended to concentrate in particular
parts of the New World. Thus slaveholders in the Carolinas and Georgia
purchased many slaves from West Central Africa and many from Senegambia
and Sierra Leone, who were sought for their rice-cultivation skills. Virgin-
ians imported large numbers of Igbos and other peoples from the Bight of
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Origins and Destinations of African Slaves, 1500–1870. Based on Joe Trotter, Jr., Origins and Destinations of Africans Enslaved
in the New World (Westport: Greenwood, 2000), 30. 44



106 I N H U M A N  B O N D A G E

note that a self-ennobled seigneur who owned a sugar mill and often dealt
with slaves indirectly, through deferential slave-owning sugar farmers, or
lavradores de cana, could give the appearance of reconciling traditional Chris-
tian principles with the inherent brutality of slavery.

Moreover, in all parts of the hemisphere, slaveholders eventually ben-
efited, at least ideologically, from a growing consensus that defined slave
labor as a “backward” and anachronistic institution necessitated by the need
to Christianize and civilize a “savage people” from Africa. This last answer to
“the problem of slavery,” emphasizing the economically archaic, retrograde,
premodern, but essentially humane character of racial “servitude,” prevailed
in much of America long after the emancipation of slaves and even after the
Second World War.4 Indeed, many historians initially attacked the economic
historians’ discovery that Southern slavery, despite its ghastly evils, was more

Slave Origins and Destinations: Another Estimate. Based on Darlene Clark Hine,
William Hine, and Stanley Harrold, African-American Odyssey (New York: Prentice
Hall, 2006), 34.

• Check: http://www.slavevoyages.org/
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Table 2.1 – Population by Region for the 13 
North American Colonies (in Thousands)
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Table 2.1 – Population by Region for the 13 
North American Colonies (in Thousands)
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From African to African American

© 2018 Cengage. All Rights Reserved. 

Figure 2.1– Foreign-Born Blacks as a Percentage of 
the U.S. Black Population, 1620–1860
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Slavery across the Americas

© 2018 Cengage. All Rights Reserved. 

Figure 2.2 – Blacks as a Percentage 
of the Total Population, 1650–1780
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83Late Medieval Prototypes of Sugar and Slaves. Based on William D. Phillips, Jr., Slavery from Roman Times to the Early
Transatlantic Trade (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1985), 98.
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How Africans Became Integral to New World History 85

Sugar Plantations on the Atlantic Islands. Based on Clayborne Carson, Emma J.
Lapsansky-Werner, and Gary B. Nash, African American Lives: The Struggle for Free-
dom (New York: Pearson/Longman, 2005), 30.
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The plantation complex



Slavery and the plantation complex

• Now, we will discuss slavery in plantations.

• Importance of sugar.

• However, there were also a considerable number of enslaved people in other occupations.

• Urban slavery (mainly domestic servants) was rather typical in New York City.

• Also, there were more coerced workers in manufacturing than thought in the past.

• Urban slavery had advantages and disadvantages for enslaved people.
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Six characteristics of the plantation complex

• The Rise and Fall of the Plantation Complex by Philip D. Curtin.

1. Most of the productive labor is forced labor; most people were coerced workers (not all legally defined as

enslaved: e.g., indentured servants, semi-free workers).

2. The population is not self-sustaining.

3. Agricultural enterprise is organized in large-scale, market-oriented plantation with between 50 to several

hundred workers.

4. The plantations had certain features that can be called feudal.

5. The plantations are created to supply a distant market with a highly specialized product, at first sugar,

but latter coffee and cotton.

6. Political control over the system lay on another continent.

• This model only applies partially to the British colonies in North America.
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Herrenvolk republicanism?



Herrenvolk republicanism?, I

• “Herrenvolk” republicanism is a form of government where extensive political rights are given to only

a group of the society (usually ethnic-based, but also possibly under a religious or linguistic base).

• Simultaneous existence of democratic and authoritarian aspects within the same polity.

• Paradoxically, ethnic-based politics facilitates democratic franchise within the “herrenvolk” and the

spread of equalitarian ideologies.

• Clearest example: South Africa under Apartheid.

• Similar idea of the Volksgemeinschaft (people’s community).

• Explicitly argued by John C. Calhoun, James Henry Hammond, and George Fitzhugh.

• In fact, South Carolina adopted white male universal suffrage in 1810, only after Vermont.
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Herrenvolk republicanism?, II

• Was the South a “herrenvolk” democracy?

• Georgia malcontents talked about “Liberty and Property without restrictions.”

• Role of the Democratic Party under Andrew Jackson.

• Collapse of Federalist Party (Rufus King’s early anti-slavery position).

• Relation with Britain after 1834 abolition.

• Intense debate among historians regarding the construction of racial identity.

• For example, Spanish had a few enslaved European in the Americas.

• Check White Over Black by Winthrop D. Jordan and all the subsequent literature.
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